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Content Opportunity Methodology

1 53 4
Measure & 
Categorize

Sample a large number of 
social posts to find ones that 

are significantly 
outperforming the average.

Identify Top 
Themes

Identify the themes that are 
resonating most with the 
audience by sorting the 

themes by their aggregated 
performance metrics.

Identify a 
Benchmark

Identify content themes that 
are performing above and 

under an average benchmark 
for the industry based on 

views & engagements.

Identify 
Opportunities
Look at the data and find the 

content themes that are 
resonating with the audience 

based on a set of top 
creators.

2
Repeat For 

Each Platform
Repeat the analysis for every 

platform that matters to 
your brand and audience to 

find platform-specific 
opportunities.

Data is collected via our principle 
data partners, a variety of 
additional tools, and our own 
manual observation techniques.

Principle Data Partners
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TikTok Content Bucket Definitions

● Phonk Mix: Videos feature a mix of various phonk songs and provide the viewer with the track details.

● TikTok Medley: Videos feature a mix of popular TikTok songs into a medley and provide the viewer with the track details.

● Song List: Videos feature a series of related songs and list the track details on screen accordingly. 

● Remix Breakdown: Artists walk through the production of their remixes. 

● Artist Medley: Videos feature a mix of songs by one specific artist into a medley and provide the viewer with the track details.

● Era Inspired Mixes: Mixes based on a particular time frame or era and provide the viewer with the track details.

● Live Performance Clip: Various footage taken from a live festival or performance. 

● Sample Challenge: Artists sample various sounds to create a track. 

● DJ Commentary: Creators discuss news/updates and provide commentary on Japanese electronic music.

● EDM Medley: Videos feature a mix of popular EDM songs into a medley and provide the viewer with the track details.

● DJ Tips & Tricks: DJs share the best tips and tricks for mixing and scratching.

● Top Remixes: Videos feature clips from the top EDM remixes performed live.

● Festival Audience Video: Lo-fi videos captured by fans in the audience at festival or during live performance. 

Click to see example

https://www.tiktok.com/@agu_pechecola055/video/7098840051114708226
https://www.tiktok.com/@agu_pechecola055/video/6892747483265469697?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=6892747483265469697
https://www.tiktok.com/@dj_kazukichi/video/7067489614096993537
https://www.tiktok.com/@duuymusic/video/6920507151442070785
https://www.tiktok.com/@agu_pechecola055/video/6856067382692138241?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=6856067382692138241
https://www.tiktok.com/@elkawachi/video/6988491311036845314
https://www.tiktok.com/@dj_natsumi/video/6742508054455061761?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=6742508054455061761
https://www.tiktok.com/@dj_natsumi/video/6747963796670713090?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=6747963796670713090
https://www.tiktok.com/@djshige/video/6912947142441110785
https://www.tiktok.com/@dj_jessee/video/7058960934693391617?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7058960934693391617
https://www.tiktok.com/@dj_natsumi/video/6733501816006331649
https://www.tiktok.com/@giboon_dj_fm/video/7017047648054152450
https://www.tiktok.com/@tmljapan/video/6850745125019192577?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=6850745125019192577
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Phonk Mix is an extreme performing content opportunity, averaging 3X the views & 
engagement rate on TikTok.
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*Extreme performing content opportunities were omitted from the benchmark average to prevent skewing.
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Excellent performing content opportunities for the Japanese electronic music audience on 
TikTok include:
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Good performing content for the Japanese electronic music audience on TikTok include:
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Substandard performing content for the Japanese electronic music audience on TikTok include:
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Low performing content for the Japanese electronic audience music on TikTok include:
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Click to view Click to view

5.3M Views 1.4M  Views

Phonk Mix

"Welcome to Phonk World" is a video series by 
TikTok creator AGU. Each video features a mix of 
phonk songs and includes the track's cover, name 
and artists.

Tactics to Implement:
● Repeatable Formats: AGU’s “Welcome to 

Phonk World" video series utilize a 
consistent format, with only the colour of 
the font shadow changing between 
videos. Each mix begins with a 
memorable audio sample such as “uwu” 
and then features various songs and their 
respective details on the screen. In the 
background, the viewer can see AGU 
mixing the tracks in a dark room which 
compliments the dark sounds of phonk.

Content Opportunities:
● Drift Phonk is a new subgenre of phonk 

characterized by the use of high bass and 
distorted sounds. It has come to 
popularity on TikTok in the past two years 
with videos featuring lo-fi clips of drifting 
and racing cars*. Pair slow-mo motor 
sport footage with music by up and 
coming phonk artists. 

Extreme Performing Segment:

© 2022 RightMetric Digital Ltd. All rights reserved.
*Source 

https://www.tiktok.com/@agu_pechecola055/video/7098840051114708226
https://www.tiktok.com/@agu_pechecola055/video/7099498116881091841
https://www.tiktok.com/@agu_pechecola055
https://www.tiktok.com/@agu_pechecola055/video/7099498116881091841
https://www.tiktok.com/@eduszlima/video/7125579628055465221?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7125579628055465221&q=driftphonk&t=1664304319355
https://www.tiktok.com/@d1ver_tt/video/7141416497649290502?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1&q=driftphonk&t=1664304508573
https://www.nova.fr/news/il-faut-que-lon-vous-parle-du-drift-phonk-139992-30-04-2021/


Click to view

1.8M Views

Click to view

1.9M  Views
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#1. TikTok Medley
Content Opportunities:

Videos feature a mix of TikTok songs and provide the 
viewers with the featured track details. Top videos were 
shared by AGU as part of their “TikTok trending song 
medley” series, which has 42 parts as of September 2022.

Tactics to Implement:
● “For You” Hashtags: The 5% of the videos in the data 

set which used the hashtag #おすすめにのりたい 
(#I want to recommend) generated 438K views and 
engagements on average while the other 95% of 
videos which didn’t use the hashtag generated an 
average of 57K views and engagements.

● TikTok Medley: TikTok medley videos are extremely 
popular in Japan, with the hashtag #tiktokメドレー 
averaging 26M views per month (with a 100% 
concentrated in Japan) since February 2022. 

Content Opportunities:
● TikTok has become a go-to resource for finding new 

artists — with 75% of TikTok users* saying that they 
use the platform to discover new artists. Create 
medley videos featuring new artists and upcoming 
tracks to promote their music. 

*Users based in the US

https://www.tiktok.com/@agu_pechecola055/video/6899025618197826817?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=6899025618197826817
https://www.tiktok.com/@agu_pechecola055/video/6892747483265469697?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=6892747483265469697
https://www.tiktok.com/@agu_pechecola055
https://www.tiktok.com/tag/%E3%81%8A%E3%81%99%E3%81%99%E3%82%81%E3%81%AB%E3%81%AE%E3%82%8A%E3%81%9F%E3%81%84
https://www.tiktok.com/tag/tiktok%E3%83%A1%E3%83%89%E3%83%AC%E3%83%BC
https://newsroom.tiktok.com/en-us/new-studies-quantify-tiktoks-growing-impact-on-culture-and-music
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#2. Song List
Content Opportunities:

Videos feature a series of related songs and list the track 
details on screen accordingly. Top videos were shared by 
DJ KAZUKICHI and kawachi.

Tactics to Implement:
● Subcategories: Popular “song list” videos feature 

trending TikTok songs by a specific artist. Lists can 
entail different percentages, levels or ranks 
showcasing different levels of intensity or fandom.

● Respond to Comments: As shown in the video to 
the right, DJ KAZUKICHI uses comments from 
previous videos to inspire new content. He shares 
the new video as a video reply so that viewers can 
see the original comment.

● Yarirafii: The video on the right features a やりら
ふぃー (Yarirafii) playlist. The slang term comes 
from the viral song "CHERNOBYL 2017", in which 
the chorus lyrics sound like やりらふぃー (yarirafii). 
The term is now widely used to refer to people 
who like to party or dance to upbeat music. 

Content Opportunities:
● Share different types of  “Song List” videos and 

encourage people to engage by asking them to 
share their score/level in the comments.

https://www.tiktok.com/@dj_kazukichi/video/7067489614096993537
https://www.tiktok.com/@dj_kazukichi/video/7055264580754230529
https://www.tiktok.com/@dj_kazukichi
https://www.tiktok.com/@elkawachi
https://www.tiktok.com/@dj_kazukichi/video/7055264580754230529?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7055264580754230529
https://www.tiktok.com/@dj_kazukichi
https://www.tiktok.com/@dj_kazukichi/video/7055264580754230529?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7055264580754230529
https://www.tiktok.com/tag/%E3%82%84%E3%82%8A%E3%82%89%E3%81%B5%E3%81%83%E3%83%BC
https://www.tiktok.com/tag/%E3%82%84%E3%82%8A%E3%82%89%E3%81%B5%E3%81%83%E3%83%BC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B3u6nPzRCQ
https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%82%84%E3%82%8A%E3%82%89%E3%81%B5%E3%81%83%E3%83%BC
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#3. Remix Breakdown
Content Opportunities:

In the top remix breakdown videos, music producer 
Duuy walks through the production of his remix of 
Yuuri’s “Dried Flower” and ITZY’s “WANNABE”.

Tactics to Implement:
● Hashtags: Of the data set, videos with 6 to 9 

hashtags generated the greatest number of 
views and engagements on average, with 8 being 
the most effective. 

● Video Length: Videos 50-60 seconds generated 
the highest views and engagement on average 
while making up 40% of the videos in the whole 
data set. Additionally, Remix Breakdown videos 
that were 50-60 seconds averaged 1.8X more 
views and engagements than any other duration.

Content Opportunities:
● Share video content which walks the viewer 

through the production process of creating a 
remix and then play the new track.

https://www.tiktok.com/@duuymusic/video/6854532835181726977
https://www.tiktok.com/@duuymusic/video/6920507151442070785
https://www.tiktok.com/@duuymusic
https://www.tiktok.com/@duuymusic/video/6920507151442070785
https://www.tiktok.com/@duuymusic/video/6854532835181726977
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Viral Videos:
These videos were omitted from their content buckets as ‘viral’ outliers for exceeding 3x the views and engagements of their respective benchmarks.

1.2M Views

Click to view

Artist Medley

806K Views

Click to view

DJ Commentary

354K Views

Click to view

DJ Tips & Tricks

240K Views

Click to view

DJ Tips & Tricks Audience Video

Click to view

2M Views

Length: 0:59

Content: Viral video 
features a mini mix 
medley of K-Pop boy 
band, BTS.

Length: 0:47

Content: TikTok 
creator, DJ SHIGE 
provides commentary 
on the EDM group, 
Repezen Foxx. 

Length: 0:59 & 1:00

Content: The video on the left is DJ Natsumi’s part 
one of her two part “DJ Mix Course” series. The 
video on the right features DJ SHIGE discussing the 
top three reasons why DJs shouldn’t use Windows. 

Length: 0:15

Content: Video featuring 
The Chainsmokers 
performing at 
Tomorrowland Japan.

https://www.tiktok.com/@agu_pechecola055/video/6876698625704004866
https://www.tiktok.com/@djshige/video/6838223775322950913
https://www.tiktok.com/@dj_natsumi/video/6733501816006331649
https://www.tiktok.com/@djshige/video/6812928203418520833
https://www.tiktok.com/@tmljapan/video/6850745125019192577
https://www.tiktok.com/@dj_natsumi/video/6733501816006331649
https://www.tiktok.com/@djshige/video/6812928203418520833?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=6812928203418520833
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Viral Videos:
These videos were omitted from their content buckets as ‘viral’ outliers for exceeding 3x the views and engagements of their respective benchmarks.

Click to view

EDM Medley

Click to view

EDM Medley

698K Views 355K Views

Click to view

Top Remixes

350K Views 182K Views

Top Remixes

Click to view

Length: 0:45, 0:46 & 2:12

Content: In the two videos above, DJ Jessie mixes 
a “Club Popular Songs Medley” featuring 
Japanese, Spanish, and English songs. 

Length: 0:20 & 0:08

Content: Giboon_dj_fm shared clips from the Top 
100 “Western music EDM” Remixes. The two 
outlier videos above feature female DJs.

https://www.tiktok.com/@dj_jessee/video/7058960934693391617?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7058960934693391617
https://www.tiktok.com/@dj_jessee/video/7058187520789515521
https://www.tiktok.com/@giboon_dj_fm/video/6984806275687206146
https://www.tiktok.com/@giboon_dj_fm/video/7028214233741544706
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Viral Videos:
These videos were omitted from their content buckets as ‘viral’ outliers for exceeding 3x the views and engagements of their respective benchmarks.

2.6M Views

Click to view

Remix Breakdown Remix Breakdown

2.4M Views

Click to view

7.1M Views

TikTok Medley

Click to view

4.3M Views

TikTok Medley

Click to view

1.9M Views

Click to view

Song List

Length: 0:55 & 0:34

Content: In the videos to the left, Duuy 
breakdown his track For U. On the right he 
samples the vocal melody from his Instagram live 
to create a new track.

Length: 0:59

Content: Kawachi features 
a mix of tracks by 
NoCopyrightSounds and 
shares the song names on a 
list to the left of the screen. 

Length: 0:59 & 0:59

Content: AGU shares a mix of TikTok songs 
including a “bounce series” one. AGU uses a 
question in the first sentence of video’s caption 
to generate engagement. 

https://www.tiktok.com/@duuymusic/video/6916121182152510721
https://www.tiktok.com/@duuymusic/video/6862300253400468738
https://www.tiktok.com/@agu_pechecola055/video/6848649112271817986
https://www.tiktok.com/@agu_pechecola055/video/6898228383574936833
https://www.tiktok.com/@elkawachi/video/6920212471928163586
https://www.tiktok.com/@duuymusic/video/6916121182152510721
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vtsX04nlH80
https://www.tiktok.com/@duuymusic/video/6862300253400468738?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=6862300253400468738
https://www.tiktok.com/@agu_pechecola055/video/6848649112271817986

